'IRAQ
ference, the appointment of a High Commissioner and the
Provincial Commissioners, as suggested by the Acting Civil
Commissioner, were not sanctioned, while the distinction
between M5sul and 'Iraq proper was to be continued by giving
the former an Arab administration.
The Acting Civil Commissioner left England armed with
authority to proceed along these lines.1 The formal official
authorization which, however, reached Baghdad on May loth,
the day following his arrival there, read as follows:
We authorize you to take in hand the construction of five
provinces for 'Iraq proper on the same lines as recommended
by Howell in enclosures five and six of your letter of April 6th.
You will also proceed with the creation of the Arab province
of Mosul fringed by autonomous Kurdish States under
Kurdish Chiefs who will be advised by British Political
Officers.
We also approve of the formation of Provincial Councils
and the development and institution of Divisional and
Municipal Councils.2
The references to * 'Iraq proper3 and to 'Arab province of
Mosul' were undoubtedly disconcerting to the Acting Civil
Commissioner. The inference, however, that the above tele-
gram was his first intimation that H.M. Government intended
to exclude Mosul from the operations of the proposals, which he
later claimed had 'been accepted almost without discussion',3
and that his strenuous efforts of the next few months were due
to his anxiety to counter this new and unexpected turn in
policy, as he later implied,4 seems hardly in accordance with
the facts available. The Secretary of the Committee, in his
account of the meeting of April 6th has stated: The meeting
decided to make a start by creating five provinces in Mesopo-
tamia proper and an "Arab" province of Mosul, etc.5 5 and that
1	Young, op. cit, p 286; Wilson, op. cit., p. 122.
2	Telegram, S/S for India to Political, Baghdad, May 9th, 1919.
" Wilson, op. at., p. 122.	* Ibid., pp. 119, 123.
6 xoung, op. cit., p. 285.
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